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Vivekanand College, Kolhapur has been at the forefront of providing quality
education and fostering a culture of continuous learning. In collaboration with IIT
Bombay Spoken Tutorial, the college has been offering a diverse range of Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs) to empower students with cutting-edge skills. These
courses include Python - Python 3.4.3, Web Development - HTML etc.

Course Structure: The IIT Bombay Spoken Tutorial courses are designed to meet the
evolving needs of the industry and equip students with practical skills. The courses
cover a spectrum of topics, including proficiency in programming languages like
Scilab, PHP, and MySQL.

Online Sessions: Conducted by experts from IIT Bombay, the online sessions offer an
interactive and engaging learning experience. Students have the opportunity to
interact with seasoned professionals, clarifying doubts and gaining insights into real-
world applications of the concepts they are learning. The virtual format ensures
flexibility, allowing students to access the sessions at their convenience, fostering a
conducive learning environment.

Examinations at Vivekanand College, Kolhapur: One of the unique aspects of this
collaboration is the provision for examinations conducted online at Vivekanand
College, Kolhapur. This not only adds a layer of convenience for students but also
ensures a seamless transition from online learning to the evaluation process. The
examinations are designed to assess the practical application of the skills acquired
during the course. Benefits for Students: •

Skill Enhancement: The courses cater to the demands of contemporary industries,
enhancing the employability of students by providing them with relevant skills. •
Flexibility: The online format allows students to balance their academic commitments
while acquiring valuable skills. • Certification: Successful completion of the courses
results in certification from IIT Bombay, a testament to the students' proficiency in
the respective domains. •

Community Impact: By establishing an IIT Bombay Spoken Tutorial Courses center,
Vivekanand College has not only elevated the learning experience for its students but
has also contributed to the larger goal of creating a skilled workforce. This initiative
aligns with the national agenda of fostering digital literacy and technological
proficiency. The collaboration between Vivekanand College, Kolhapur and IIT
Bombay Spoken Tutorial has proven to be a commendable effort in providing quality
education to students. The combination of online learning and localized examinations
ensures a holistic educational experience. As students continue to benefit from these
courses, the college remains committed to its mission of nurturing well-rounded and
skilled individuals ready to excel in the professional landscape.



Courses and Participants List

Academic Year 2021-22

 January - June, 2022

Sr. No. Semester
Start Date

Software
Course

Department Participant
List Status

Action

1 March 1,
2022

Python -
Python
3.4.3

BSC/Maths-Physics-
Computer Science
( English medium)

48 | Participant List |
Certificate request
awaiting at
Training manager |

July - December, 2021

Sr.
no.

Semester
Start Date

Software
Course

Department Participant
List Status

Action

1 July 1,
2021

Web
Development -
HTML

BSC/Maths-
Electronics-Computer
Science ( English
medium)

14 | Participant List |
Participation
certificates
available |

https://spoken-tutorial.org/software-training/149237/certificate
https://spoken-tutorial.org/software-training/138864/certificate


Python - Python 3.4.3

Name Email

OMKAR PATIL omkarpatil3678@gmail.com

PAYAL KAMBLE payalkamble817@gmail.com

SAKSHI KORGAONKAR sakshikorgaonkar07@gmail.com

ROHIT BERAD rohitberad529@gmail.com

VAISHNAVI PATIL kirahnatpatil@gmail.com

AKSHATA PATIL akshatap787@gmail.com

SANIKA PATIL sanikapatil792003@gmail.com

SAYALI PATIL sayalipatil4162@gmail.com

SHRADDHA SUTAR shraddhasutar133@gmail.com

ATHARV PATIL atharvpatil312@gmail.com

PRADNYA MALI malipradnya5@gmail.com

PRIYA KONERI priyakoneri224@gmail.com

MRUNALI PATIL patilmrunali607@gmail.com

SIDDHESH CHOUGULE chougulesiddhesh07@gmail.com

SHAKTI PATIL shaktipatil9901@gmail.com

MUSAEB ATTAR gobyaahekh@gmail.com



ADITYA BHOSAKE adityabhosake123@gmail.com

SAKSHI PATIL sakshipatil61244@gmail.com

SAI BHAPKAR saibhapkar22@gmail.com

VAISHNAVI CHINDAGE vaishnavichindage97@gmail.com

DARSHAN KAGUDE kagudedarshan4787@gmail.com

TRUPTI PATIL trupti.patilaug05@gmail.com

PRACHI JADHAV jadhavprachi3020@gmail.com

GAURI TANUGADE gauri19tanugade@gmail.com

VAISHNAVI PAWAR vaishnavipawar0807@gmail.com

RUTUJA BIRJE rutujabirje7@gmail.com

PRADNYA NANDUDKAR pradnyanandudkar@gmail.com

ONKAR SAVARATKAR onkar32savaratkar@gmail.com

PRATIK PATIL pratikpatil1082610@gmail.com

ASLESHIYA BHOSALE bhosaleasleshiya990@gmail.com

VAISHNAVI KHOPADE vaishnavi3029@gmail.com

SAMIKSHA SATHE samikshasathe18@gmail.com

SHRUTI PATIL shrutipatil1088@gmail.com



AARY SHINDE aaryshinde9625@gmail.com

SANKET BIRNALE sanketbirnale1008@gmail.com

SUPRIYA KUMBHAR supriyakumbhar18103@gmail.com

SNEHAL RATHOD rameshrathod5009@gmail.com

RAJDEEP JADHAV rajyogi2503@gmail.com

SHLOKA SHINDE shlokashinde03@gmail.com

SHUBHAM PATIL patilshubham160403@gmail.com

RUTUJA JADHAV jadhavrutuja437@gmail.com

PREM KADAM premkadam8698@gmail.com

SHIVAM PATIL shivampatil381@gmail.com

HARSHAVARDHAN NIKAM harshadnikam8614@gmail.com

PARTH PATIL parth2546862@gmail.com

PARAG KAMBLE paragk5355@gmail.com

KIRAN VADAR vadarkiran47@gmail.com

ARPITA KAMBLE arpitakamble365@gmail.com




